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Typography Assignment 4A 

 

Let me start by defining typography, which according to (Lynch & Horton, 2009), 

“Typography is the balance and interplay of letterforms on the page—a verbal and visual 

equation that helps the reader understand the form and absorb the substance of the page 

content.” For my Type Only Logo’s, I decided to use the initials of a name I went by in the music 

industry instead of my real name initials since I’ve played around with them before in the pass 

and it would have been too easy. I wanted a challenge so I used (S) in Special and (T) in Tee. On 

the second logo I used (Sp) the 1st two initials in Special.  

 

 

 

Type Only Logo’s:  

  

 

I chose a serif typeface called High Tower Text 
because I like the classy look of the uppercase 
letters and also the brackets and the breaks of the 
typefaces. I used a complementary color scheme 
with a 108 points size font. When measured 
vertically, that is1½ inch. (Note: it was blown up 
here for better view)  
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I chose a serif typeface called Times New Roman 
and with this I used two capital (T’s). The 1st 
capital (T), I cut off the bracket and the 2nd capital 
(T), I cut off the cross bar and pushed them 
together to make the stem of the (T) longer to form 
a (Sp) and a (T). You can also see where I 
wrapped the bottom of the S around the stem of 
the (T). I used an achromatic color scheme. (Note: 
it was blown up here for better view)    

I chose a script typeface called Harrington 
because I like the signature look of the uppercase 
letters. I used a complementary color scheme with 
an 83.08 point size font with an added shadow 
effect. Out of the 3 this is the one I like the best 
because of the fancy look and also the illusion of 
the (S) hanging from the (T). (Note: it was blown 
up here for better view) 
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Typography Assignment 4B 

 

For the Lettermark Logo’s, this was a really difficult challenge for me. The first and last 

logo is a made up company and because I have only seen Type Only Logo’s for the Game Boy 

Advance, I decided to take a crack at making a Lettermark Logo for them. The picture of key I 

used can be found here: http://www.clker.com/inc/svgedit/svg-

editor.html?paramurl=/inc/clean.html?id=2894 and the Game Boy Advance SP can be found 

here http://images.wikia.com/metroid/images/3/31/GBA_SP.jpg. 

  

 

 

Lettermark Logo’s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This lettermark logo has keys shaped into a capital (K) and I 
chose a script typeface called Vladimir Script. I chose this 
font because I like how it looked with my keys picture and 
how I was able to make the (y) connect between the (r & p). 
I used an achromatic color scheme with a 38.5 point size 
font.  (Note: it was blown up here for better view) 

http://www.clker.com/inc/svgedit/svg-editor.html?paramurl=/inc/clean.html?id=2894
http://www.clker.com/inc/svgedit/svg-editor.html?paramurl=/inc/clean.html?id=2894
http://images.wikia.com/metroid/images/3/31/GBA_SP.jpg
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This lettermark logo has a GAMEBOY ADVANCE SP 
picture used for a capital letter (A) and I chose a sans-serif 
typeface called SegoeUI. I chose this font because with the 
added bevel and emboss effect along with a drop shadow, it 
gives a child like look. I used a tetrad color scheme with a 
19.71 point size bold font for GAMEBOY and 6.55 point 
size light font for ADVANCE SP.  (Note: it was blown up 
here for better view)  

This lettermark logo has a vector drawing of an eye used for 
a lowercase letter (e) and a record used for a lowercase (o). I 
chose a serif typeface called Bell MT and also typed my 
music name (Special Tee) on the record I made. I used a 36 
regular point size font. When measured vertically, that is a 
½ inch. I also put a drop shadow effect to bring it out more.  
(Note: it was blown up here for better view) 
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